Contralateral breast doses following radiotherapy of the breast and regional lymph nodes: Measurements and treatment planning calculations.
To measure the dose distribution in the contralateral breast (CB) following radiotherapy of the breast and regional lymph nodes by a 4-field technique, and to examine whether related treatment planning calculations of CB doses reproduce the measurements. CB doses were measured by thermoluminescence dosimetry on the surface of 8 patients and in an anthropomorphic phantom. Dose calculations at corresponding points of interest were performed by the treatment planning system Helax-TMS 6.1 using the pencil beam or the collapsed cone algorithm. The measured CB doses were typically between 1% and 15% of the prescribed dose. The dose decreased significantly both in the medial-lateral and cranial-caudal direction. The average ratio of the measured to the calculated CB dose was about 0.7 and 0.9 for the pencil beam and the collapsed cone algorithm, respectively. One of the treatment fields aimed at the regional lymph nodes and some of the chest wall gave the highest contribution to the CB dose. The dose distribution in the CB following locoregional radiotherapy of the breast and regional lymph nodes is quite inhomogeneous. The collapsed cone algorithm may be used for estimating doses to the CB. Some concern is raised regarding the current field arrangement and the consequences for the CB dose.